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An introduction to research
techniques
Outline
This course is oriented to all those master and/or phd students in Economics/Business that are developing their research project. The course aimed
to help students to develop their research project introducing them to the
theoretical, empirical and practical issues of research. For this reason in this
two week course the student not just attends seminars that explain them advance research techniques, how to write a research project, how to present it
or how to publish it, but also they should develop their own research project.
In order to success in developing their own research project, student will have access to the library from the University of Santiago de Compostela, they
will meeting professors to get tips on their particular projects, and they will
have to present their project at the end of the course in front of a group of
professors and researchers where they will receive feedback. Moreover, they
will visit institutions that support research in its different stages: initial, developing and transferring the the research results. In the next section we
outline the main points of the program organize by topic.

Contents
Research methodology (15 hours)
Introduction to the Internship Seminar
Research Design Seminar
Research Methodology Seminar: Introduction to Data Analysis
Research Methodology Seminar: Introduction to Regression Analysis
Research Methodology Seminar: Open Source Research Tools
Research Methodology Seminar: Managing Statistical Data
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Design of their own project (22 hours)
Meeting with USC professors and researchers in Economics
Hands-On Workshop: Design Your PhD Research
(5min individual presentations with advice from USC researchers and
professors)
Hands-On Workshop: Presenting Your Research Project
(10-15m individual presentations with discussion by USC professors
and researchers)
Meeting with USC professors and researchers in Economics
Library Time

Presenting your results (6 hours)
Research Presentation Seminar
Publishing Seminar: Publishing in High-Impact Scientific Journals

Visits to institutions that support research (7 hours)
Visit to the facilities at Institute of Studies and Development of Galicia
(IDEGA)
Guided visit to USC libraries and labs
Guided visit to the USC spin-off unit
Guided visit to Regional Development Agency (IGAPE)
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